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I recently traveled to Montreal to attend the annual convention of the Rabbinical Assembly, the 
professional organization of Conservative rabbis.  The Air Canada flight that I took was on one 
of those regional jets, it sat about 50 people, and it was a full flight.  Of those 50 people, three of 
us were yarmulke-wearing rabbis.  Now the person sitting next to me thought that was a real 
hoot!  “What are the chances,” he said, “that there would be three frum Jews on the same 
flight?!”  Suddenly, what I thought was going to be a quick one hour and ten minute flight 
started to feel a whole lot longer.  I explained that the three of us were going up to a rabbinic 
convention in Montreal, and he proceeded to tell me about every rabbi he had ever met.  I had 
recently purchased some blue tooth headphones that I had charged up and was planning to use to 
catch up on my latest Amazon prime addiction, only to find out that the regional jet I was not 
Wi-Fi equipped.  Suffice it to say that my seat mate and I got to know each other quite well on 
that flight. 

Fast-forward now from that Sunday morning flight to my return trip on Tuesday night.  Having 
completed my check-in on-line, I knew that it was the same size regional jet, probably the same 
exact plane, only this time it was only about half full.  I selected row 7, because seven is a good 
Jewish number.  As I waited to board, wouldn’t you know it, that very same guy from the first 
flight walked into the boarding area.  What are the chances?!  We greeted each other; he asked 
about my conference, I asked about his aging parents that he went to visit.  He said, “Gee, I 
wonder if we’re sitting together again.”  Thinking, the flight is only half-full, it’s pretty unlikely 
that that would be the case.  I said, “I’m in 7-F, the window seat.”  He said, “No way, I’m in 7-D, 
the aisle seat.”  And even though there were many empty seats on that little plane, wouldn’t you 
know, he sat down right next to me in 7-D.  I figured, okay, now it’s my turn to interview you.  
So I began asking all kinds of questions about his family, his work.  Turns out the guy works at 
the World Bank.  I said, There’s exactly one person I know who works at the World Bank, and 
he’s a member of Har Shalom.  Now consider that there are 10,000 people who work at the 
World Bank in 120 different offices worldwide.  I told him the guy’s name, and he said, “I know 
him!  We work in the same division!”  And on and on we chatted until we landed at National, an 
hour and ten minutes later. 

Here’s the kicker though.  I had actually not spoken of that congregant who works at the World 
Bank in quite some time.  The last time we spoke though, he was undergoing treatment for 
cancer. I needed to reach out to him again, and had it not been for my very chatty seat-mate, I 
may not have thought to call him the very next day to find out how he is doing. 

The parasha this morning described the office of the highest religious official in Bible, the Kohen 
Gadol, the High Priest.  We learn that the Kohen Gadol wore special vestments, special garb; 
that he had to be extra careful about not coming into contact with any form of ritual impurities; 
that there were certain rules about who he could marry, and on and on.  The section of the Torah 
that introduces this whole position of Kohen Gadol, in chapter 21 verse 10 begins with the 
words: Ha’Kohen Ha’Gadol mei’echav, or the priest who is exalted from amongst his 
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brothers…That’s actually his full title:  Ha’Kohen Ha’Gadol mei’echav; the priest who is exalted 
from amongst his brothers 

Now the Hasidic commentary on this verse zeroes in on this word mei’echav, among his 
brothers…One 19th Century Rebbe, known as the Tiferet Shlomo, Rabbi Shlomo Ha’Kohen 
Rabinovicz said that the word mei’echav describes the very essence of the role of the Kohen 
Gadol.  That the high priest of the Jewish people must see every other Jew as mei’echav, one of 
his brothers, one of his siblings.  You can’t be the High Priest if you don’t regard every single 
Jew as a member of your family, who you love, who you feel responsible for, who you feel 
connected to like your own flesh and blood.  Rebbe Menachem Mendel of Kosov, another 19th 
Century spiritual master said that the job of the High Priest was to create a sense of mei’echav, of 
brotherhood, of deep connection between the Jewish people and God, and the Jewish people and 
their fellow Jews. 

Now I’m certainly not the Kohen Gadol; in fact I’m not even a Kohen at all.  But as a rabbi, as a 
Jew who—like Jacob Eisenberg—wears my kipah proudly in public places, like on commercial 
aircraft—I certainly regard other Jews as mei’echav, as my brothers and sisters.  I definitely 
believe that part of my calling in life is, as the Kosover Rebbe said, to forge connections between 
Jews and God and between Jews and each other.  Though I may have preferred to sleep, or binge 
watch a program, or read the newspaper, what I needed to be doing on that plane was engaging 
with my Jewish brother in seat 7-D.  But upon further consideration, in my in-flight scenario, it 
was not me who was playing the role of the Kohen Gadol, the curator of relationships between 
God and the Jewish people, and Jews and other Jews.  It was actually my seat-mate, Jeff was his 
name.  First of all, his interest in talking to me, engaging with me was overwhelmingly because I 
had a yarmulke on my head.  Looking at me, it was he who saw a Jewish brother; he who 
reached out to create a connection; he who felt an instant sense of fraternity with me.  But more 
than that, he made it possible for me to do a mitzvah.  Had we not started talking about his job at 
the World Bank, I would not have been reminded of my congregant, who I needed to reconnect 
with, check in on, and remind that I care about him!  In that scenario, Jeff, who was not wearing 
a kipah, who was not outwardly identified as Jewish or religious, was nevertheless the Kohen 
Gadol, and I was the regular Jew who was uplifted by the connection he made with me. 

In what seems like a prophecy of much later times, God says to the Jewish people all the way 
back at Mt. Sinai: V’atem tihiyu li mamlechet kohanim, ve’goy kaddosh. “You will all be to Me a 
kingdom of kohanim, a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation.” (Ex. 19:6)  Every Jew, regardless 
of tribe or priestly status, ordained clergy or congregant, everyone will be employed in this 
sacred service.  That means that you too not could but will find yourself in situations when your 
Judaism will be a conduit for others to do mitzvoth, to be more connected to our people and our 
faith, to remind them of their calling as members of this priestly kingdom.  And this can happen 
in the most unexpected, random times and places.  I hope you embrace that sacred potential you 
have been endowed with since we stood at Mt. Sinai! 

The other day I was driving around town with my X-M radio on and I hit the seek button; you 
know the one that hops from one station to the next after holding for about 30 seconds.  Well I 
was way up in the 100’s when I saw on the screen Travel Mishaps and Divine Intervention.  I 
thought, that sounds interesting and I disabled the seek function to listen.  It turns out it was the 
Catholic Channel, and people were talking about flight cancellations and itinerary changes that 
seemed annoying at first but actually resulted in these call-in travelers avoiding some terrible 
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scenario or another.  I thought to myself, my story about Jeff seemed at first like a travel mishap.  
I was annoyed that on not one but two flights I had an extremely conversational seat mate.  But 
then I realized that it was also a story of divine intervention.  Out that seeming mishap was an 
opportunity to be connected to a fellow Jew, to be encouraged to do an important mitzvah, and, I 
got a sermon out of the experience too.  If that’s not divine intervention, I don’t know what is! 


